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Curricular Framework & Considerations
KSD Mission: “Students of the Kirkwood School District will
think critically and creatively, driven by a sense of wonder,
connection, and joy.”
KSD Vision: “Working together, we will ensure all students are
prepared for success - now and in their future.”

Curricular Framework & Considerations
Future Ready Skills
Connection & Collaboration
Students should work with others – in person and via technology – to
collaborate around ideas, accomplish tasks, and advance new learning.

Flexible Thinking
Students should think critically and creatively about ideas and leverage
technology to access information, collaborate, make/create, and
communicate those ideas.

Global Citizenship
Students should engage in eﬀorts to improve their communities – locally
Source: https://design39campus.com/about-us
and globally – through service, advocacy, and civic responsibility.

Curricular Framework & Considerations
SEL & Cultural Responsiveness
...encounter & engage with
diﬀerent cultural “windows and
mirrors” within the curriculum.
...develop an understanding
that people have diﬀerent
perspectives based on their
unique experiences and to
practice perspective-taking
and empathetic thinking.
...recognize and address issues
of social justice.

Source: https://design39campus.com/about-us

Curricular Framework & Considerations
DESE 9-10 Grade Level Expectations
●
●
●

●
●
●

READING:
Comprehend and Interpret Texts (Approaching Texts as a Reader)
Analyze Craft and Structure (Approaching Texts as a Writer)
Synthesize Ideas from Multiple Texts (Approaching Texts as a
Researcher)
WRITING:
Approaching the Task as a Researcher
Approaching the Task as a Writer
Approaching the Task as a Reader
Source: https://design39campus.com/about-us

Curricular Framework & Considerations
DESE 9-10 Grade Level Expectations
SPEAKING & LISTENING:
● Collaborating
● Presenting

Essential Questions
9th Grade: INQUIRY & EXPRESSION

●

How can I use reading and writing to
live an examined life?
10th Grade: POWER & CHANGE

●

How can stories change me, my
community and the world?

Source: https://design39campus.com/about-us

Curricular Framework & Considerations
Habits of Mind
● Autonomy
● Passion
● Process
● Responsibility
Source: https://design39campus.com/about-us

9th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 1 Summative Assessment: Annotation of cold read, ﬁction

●

Draw conclusions, infer, and analyze
Determine the meaning of words and phrases
Analyze how an author's choices concerning how to structure a text or sequence
information impact the reader.
Analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance point of view or purpose.
Analyze the cumulative impact of speciﬁc word choices and syntax
Evaluate an author's argument, assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the evidence
is relevant and suﬃcient
Read and comprehend informational text independently and proﬁciently.

●
●

I can annotate and maintain notes on a text to keep track of my thinking.
I can annotate for a speciﬁc purpose (theme, writer's craft, writer’s purpose, etc.).

●
●
●

Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●

9th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 2 Summative Assessment: Cold Read, poetry
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●

Determine the meaning of words and phrases
Determine two or more themes in a text, analyze their development
Analyze the cumulative impact of speciﬁc word choices and syntax
Read and comprehend literature independently and proﬁciently

●
●

I can use reading to formulate an opinion.
I can read challenging texts to:
○ Decipher meaning
○ Understand a writer’s purpose
○ Explore a writer’s style
○ Learn from my peers to keep an open mind and consider how others make
meaning
○ Learn a historical context and how that aﬀects the meaning

9th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 2 Summative Assessment: Reading Reﬂection
●
●
●
Learning
Standards

●
●
●
●

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●

I can read for pleasure, for self-discovery, and for personal growth.
I can carefully select appropriate books for myself to motivate and challenge me.
I can notice details and techniques of a writer while reading a text to evaluate their
eﬀectiveness.
I can make connections between what I am reading and other texts, myself, and the
world.
I can explore and take risks with new genres and authors I’ve not read before.
I can be comfortable with confusion when I read and use strategies to clear up this
confusion.
I can reﬂect on myself as a reader and set goals for continued growth and
improvement.
Read and comprehend literature independently and proﬁciently.
Analyze how an author's choices impact the reader
Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing blending techniques.

9th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 3 Summative Assessment: Cold read, nonﬁction
Learning
Standards

●
●

●
●
“I Can”
Statements

Evaluate an author's argument, assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the evidence
is relevant and suﬃcient; identify false statements and fallacious reasoning.
Read and comprehend informational text independently and proﬁciently.
I can use reading to formulate an opinion.
I can read challenging texts to:
○ Decipher meaning
○ Understand a writer’s purpose
○ Explore a writer’s style
○ Learn from my peers to keep an open mind and consider how others make
meaning
○ Learn an historical context and how that aﬀects the meaning

9th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 3 Summative Assessment: Small Group Recorded Discussion
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●
●

Work with peers to set rules for collegial discussions and decision-making
Delineate a speaker’s argument and claims
Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives
Speak audibly and to the point
Make consistent eye contact with a range of listeners

●

I can prepare content for a speaking event.
I can consider the audience in determining how to deliver content.
I can set personal goals to help make the speaking event successful.
I can navigate conﬂict and tension respectfully.
I can use strategies to absorb verbal content.
I can listen to and consider new ideas that may conﬂict with my own opinions.
I can regulate my behavior to show respect for the speaker.

●
●
●
●
●
●

9th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 4: Summative Assessment: Reading Reﬂection
Learning
Standards

●
●
●

Read and comprehend literature independently and proﬁciently.
Analyze how an author's choices impact the reader
Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing blending techniques.

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I can read for pleasure, for self-discovery, and for personal growth.
I can carefully select appropriate books for myself to motivate and challenge me.
I can notice details and techniques of a writer while reading
I can make connections between what I am reading and other texts, myself, the world.
I can explore and take risks with new genres and authors I’ve not read before.
I can be comfortable with confusion when I read and use strategies to clear confusion.
I can reﬂect on myself as a reader and set goals for continued growth and improvement.

9th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 1 Summative Assessment: Expressive Writing, Fiction
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●

Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing
Review, revise, and edit writing
Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing blending techniques.

●
●
●
●
●
●

I can explore narrative ideas and decide which idea to use.
I can ask/answer questions to expand on my ideas.
I can use the things I’m reading to stretch my own storytelling.
I can use my own life experiences to connect with a topic
I can pace my story appropriately for an intended eﬀect.
I can incorporate this tool box to create:
○ Character, Conﬂict, Pacing/Plot, & Dialogue

9th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 1 Summative Assessment: Annotated Bibliography, Fiction
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●

Analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance point of view or purpose.
Explain two or more central/main ideas in a text
Conduct research to answer a question or solve a problem
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I can locate the main ideas in a text.
I can restate what the author says / their position in my own words.
I can generate a question, I can search for answers to a self-generated question.
I can narrow my topic of research.
I can determine if a source is usable to answer my question.
I can determine what makes a credible source
I can use research as inquiry
I can use MLA format and citation to avoid plagiarism.

9th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 2 Summative Assessment: Analysis of a Visual Text
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●
●

Interpret visual elements of a text and draw conclusions
Analyze how multiple texts reﬂect historical and/or cultural contexts.
Draw conclusions, infer and analyze by citing relevant and thorough textual evidence
Interpret visual elements of a text including those from diﬀerent media
Analyze how similar ideas or topics are portrayed in diﬀerent media formats.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I can read a text and form an argument, I can transform my thinking into an argument.
I can write a complex claim.
I can ﬁnd evidence to form my argument.
I can use sources to support my argument and avoid plagiarism.
I can paraphrase a source, I can cite my sources (MLA).
I can show the relationship between my evidence and my claim.
I can restate what the author says / their position in my own words.
I can know when to use a summary.

●

9th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 2 Summative Assessment: Expressive Writing, Poetry
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●

Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing
Review, revise, and edit writing with consideration for the task, purpose, and audience

●
●
●
●
●

I can generate a topic I’m invested in.
I can use mentor texts for inspiration about style, content, and organization.
I can experiment with language and take risks with how I structure my writing.
I can create a poem with a strong, controlling idea.
I can make choices about form and structure (e.g., stanza and line breaks) that can
complement the content and/or for stylistic eﬀect.
I can make choices about which poetic elements to use to develop my poem’s meaning.
I can avoid clichès to make my poem original.

●
●

9th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 3 Summative Assessment: Expressive Writing, Nonﬁction
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●

Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing
Review, revise, and edit writing with consideration for the task, purpose, and audience.

●
●
●
●

I can explore narrative ideas and decide which idea to use.
I can ask/answer questions to expand on my ideas.
I can use the things I’m reading to stretch my own storytelling.
I can use my own life experiences to connect with a topic or idea and develop
verisimilitude (believability).
I can pace my story appropriately for an intended eﬀect.
I can incorporate this tool box to create:
○ Character, Conﬂict, Pacing/Plot, & Dialogue

●
●

9th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 3 Summative Assessment: Literary Analysis
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●

Draw conclusions, infer, and analyze by citing relevant and thorough textual evidence
Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing
Review, revise, and edit writing with consideration for the task, purpose, and audience

●
●
●
●
●
●

I can write a simple (original, debatable, defensible, important) claim*.
I can ﬁnd evidence to form my argument.
I can use sources to support my argument and avoid plagiarism.
I can quote a source.
I can cite my sources (MLA).
I can show the relationship between my evidence and my claim.

10th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 1 Summative Assessment: Multiple Choice Cold Read, ﬁction

Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●

Draw conclusions, infer, and analyze by citing relevant and thorough textual evidence
Determine the meaning of words and phrases
Analyze how an author's choices impact the reader.
Analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance point of view or purpose.
Analyze the cumulative impact of speciﬁc word choices and syntax
Evaluate an author's argument, assessing whether the reasoning is valid and the evidence
is relevant and suﬃcient
Read and comprehend informational text independently and proﬁciently.

●
●

I can annotate and maintain notes on a text to keep track of my thinking.
I can annotate for a speciﬁc purpose (theme, writer's craft, writer’s purpose, etc.).

●
●
●
●
●
●

10th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 2 Summative Assessment: Cold Read, poetry
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text
Determine two or more themes in a text, analyze their development throughout the text
Analyze the cumulative impact of speciﬁc word choices and syntax
Read and comprehend literature independently and proﬁciently.

●
●

I can use reading to formulate an opinion.
I can read challenging texts to:
○ Decipher meaning
○ Understand a writer’s purpose
○ Explore a writer’s style
○ Learn from my peers to keep an open mind and consider how others make
meaning
○ Learn a historical context and how that aﬀects the meaning

10th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 2 Summative Assessment: Small Group Recorded Discussion
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●
●

Work with peers to set rules for collegial discussions and decision-making
Delineate a speaker’s argument and claims
Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives
Speak audibly and to the point
Make consistent eye contact with a range of listeners

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I can prepare content for a speaking event.
I can consider the audience in determining how to deliver content.
I can set personal goals to help make the speaking event successful.
I can navigate conﬂict and tension respectfully.
I can use strategies to absorb verbal content
I can listen to and consider new ideas that may conﬂict with my own opinions.
I can regulate my behavior to show respect for the speaker.

10th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 2 Summative Assessment: Reading Reﬂection
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●

Read and comprehend literature independently and proﬁciently.
Analyze how an author's choices impact the reader
Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I can read for pleasure, for self-discovery, and for personal growth.
I can carefully select appropriate books for myself to motivate and challenge me.
I can notice details and techniques of a writer while reading a text
I can make connections between what I am reading and other texts, myself, the world.
I can explore and take risks with new genres and authors I’ve not read before.
I can be comfortable with confusion when I read and use strategies to clear confusion.
I can reﬂect on myself as a reader and set goals for continued growth and improvement.

●

10th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 3 Summative Assessment: Cold Read, nonﬁction

Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Draw conclusions, infer, and analyze by citing relevant and thorough textual evidence
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text
Analyze how an author's choices impact the reader.
Analyze how an author uses rhetoric to advance point of view or purpose.
Analyze the cumulative impact of speciﬁc word choices and syntax
Evaluate an author's argument, assessing whether the reasoning is valid
Evaluate how eﬀectively two or more texts develop similar ideas/topics.
Read and comprehend informational text independently and proﬁciently.

●
●
●
●
●
●

I can read for an author’s purpose.
I can navigate text features of a variety of genres
I can read a variety of genres in order to explore how an author makes meaning.
I can use reading strategies to help me comprehend.
I can transfer reading strategies to other disciplines.
I can explore a writer’s style

10th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 3 Summative Assessment: Book Talk
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●
●
●

Read and comprehend literature independently and proﬁciently.
Analyze how an author’s choices impact the reader.
Analyze how complex characters develop over the course of a text
Review, revise and edit writing with consideration for the task, purpose and audience.
Speak audibly and to the point
Make consistent eye contact with a range of listeners when speaking

●
●
●
●
●

I can prepare content for a speaking event.
I can consider the audience in determining how to deliver content.
I can set personal goals to help make the
speaking event successful.
I can regulate my behavior to show respect for the speaker.

10th Grade Reading: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 4 Summative Assessment: Reading Reﬂection
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●

Read and comprehend literature independently and proﬁciently.
Analyze how an author's choices impact the reader
Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I can read for pleasure, for self-discovery, and for personal growth.
I can carefully select appropriate books for myself to motivate and challenge me.
I can notice details and techniques of a writer while reading a text
I can make connections between what I am reading and other texts, myself, the world.
I can explore and take risks with new genres and authors I’ve not read before.
I can be comfortable with confusion when I read and use strategies to clear confusion.
I can reﬂect on myself as a reader and set goals for continued growth and improvement.

10th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 1 Summative Assessment: Expressive Writing, Nonﬁction
●

Learning
Standards

●
●

“I Can”
Statements

●

●
●

Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, style, and voice are appropriate to the task, purpose, and
audience
Self select and blend (when appropriate) previously learned narrative, expository, and
argumentative writing techniques.
Review, revise, and edit writing with consideration for the task, purpose, and audience.
I can use direct and indirect characterization to capture and develop a character
I can create a strong controlling idea that directs the piece.
I can incorporate this tool box to create:
○ Mood, Tone, Point of View, & Setting

10th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 2 Summative Assessment: Expressive Writing, Poetry
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●

Draw conclusions, infer, and analyze by citing relevant and thorough textual evidence
Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, style, and voice are appropriate to the task, purpose, and
audience
Review, revise, and edit writing with consideration for the task, purpose, and audience.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I can generate a topic, theme, and message I’m invested in.
I can use mentor texts for inspiration about style, content, and organization.
I can experiment with language and take risks with how I structure my writing.
I can create a poem with a strong, controlling idea.
I can make choices about form and structure
I can make choices about which poetic elements to use to develop my poem’s meaning.
I can avoid clichès to make my poem original.

●
●

10th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 3 Summative Assessment: Blended Research Paper
Learning
Standards

“I Can”
Statements

●
●
●
●

Draw conclusions, infer, and analyze by citing relevant and thorough textual evidence
Evaluate an author's argument, assessing whether the reasoning is valid
Read and comprehend informational text independently and proﬁciently.
Conduct research to answer a question or solve a problem

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

I can search for answers to a self-generated question.
I can use multiple databases to ﬁnd sources.
I can evaluate a source to determine credibility.
I can gather multiple sources to answer my question.
I can use a system for organizing my research ﬁndings.
I can develop research as an argument: I can use my research to take a stance.
I can share what I learned from conducting my research and tailor my research
I can use an appropriate organizational structure for my product and audience.
I can synthesize ideas and sources to support my argument .
I can apply / show evidence of my understanding of language conventions in my writing.

10th Grade Writing: Scope, Sequence, & Experience
Quarter 4 Summative Assessment: Expressive Writing, Fiction
●

Learning
Standards

●

●
“I Can”
Statements

●

Follow a writing process to produce clear and coherent writing in which the
development, organization, style, and voice are appropriate to the task, purpose, and
audience
Review, revise, and edit writing with consideration for the task, purpose, and audience.

I can use direct and indirect characterization to capture and develop a character
throughout a story.
I can create a strong controlling idea that directs the piece.
○ Mood
○ Tone
○ Point of View
○ Setting

Resource Selection & Stakeholder Feedback

Implementation Year 1
Next Steps include further reﬁning, aligning, and/or publishing:
● Instructional Plans (based on student feedback, data, and anecdotal experience)
● Assessments and Rubrics, and/or
● Reporting Criteria.
Teachers will also collaborate with peers to support
ongoing professional development around course
content, leveraging instructional resources, pedagogy,
assessment, and data analysis.

Questions & Comments

